Ripley's Believe It Or Not! Eye-Popping Oddities (ANNUAL)
Synopsis

Filled with ALL NEW stories of the weird, Ripley’s Believe It or Not! Eye-Popping Oddities 2016 is the newest edition of the bestselling series. Incredible photographs, unbelievable stories, and amazing facts all verified 100% TRUE, every page is sure to entertain children and adults alike. BRAND NEW and 100% TRUE, Ripley’s Believe It or Not! Eye-Popping Oddities boasts an incredible collection of the weirdest, wackiest facts in the world. Discover strange traditions, bizarre collections, and the most astounding and amazing feats from around the world and right next door â€” bursting with incredible full-color photos on every page, this book is a MUST for every Ripley’s fan. Readers of all ages will find something new to discover in Eye-Popping Oddities!
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Customer Reviews

The Eye-Popping Oddities begins with a two-page biography of Robert Ripley along with a never-before-seen photo of him. The book has 10 different chapters/sections:
Believe It! - This chapter features some of the weirdest things, such as a cat with thumbs and ceramic inflatables.
World - Showcases oddities found around the world, such as cups made from skulls, a hotel in a cave, an upside-down house and a tornado fire.
Animals - Here you get a cath with long whiskers, a frog with extra legs, a mother cat feeding a baby hedgehog, a snake massage, 40-inch...
long dinosaur poop, a monster earthworm and much more. Body - From weird tattoos, to the Twins form Yucatan, to a cheek hole, etc., you won't believe it until you see these amazing photos. Pop Culture - People take their love for movies and television a little too far with cardboard movie scenes, A Simpsons tattoo, a Game of Thrones wedding, pop plates, etc.. Transport - Yep, there are a lot of odd automobiles in the world, including a car made from human hair, a bone truck, a sheepdog car and a beetle robot. Feats - Learn about several odd feats & facts, such as the superman swoop, sleeping on a bed made of wire, a man pulling a car by his nose and human cannonballs. Art - People can turn anything into art, including building a trash zoo, 3-D drawings and making art from Barbie parts. Food - You'll learn about the pie-scraper, a robot that will ride on the shoulders of a runner and feed them tomatoes, benefits from drinking cow urine and many other things.
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